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HD quality.Q: GCC accepts {} but Visual Studio doesn't I have problem with Visual Studio. It's just a very simple code: {1,2,3} = {{"a", "b",
"c"}}, Visual Studio give me this error: '{' : syntax error : '{' must be the first token in a statement I have this problems before too. But it
worked well until this month. A: That is not valid C syntax. If you are using Visual Studio, you should have installed the free community

edition. You are probably using the express version which is the same as the free edition but has some limitations. I have encountered this
problem before in the free edition. As you can see in the image below, the regular version of the IDE is not accepting {} used as an

initializer. I would suggest to uninstall and reinstall the free edition to see if it is still doing it. Q: Received a Powershell warning: User does
not have permission to perform action. (Exception from HRESULT: 0xC000001A) I have a few issue with a powershell script: My cmd is

opening a folder (c:\filename) and extracting a dll from it Inside a loop I am adding this dll to a wsdl folder (c:\wsdl) I am using the following
line to replace a string: $batFile = "$batPath\$batFile" When I test the script I got the following error: User does not have permission to
perform action. (Exception from HRESULT: 0xC000001A) I am passing all the needed credentials to the powershell cmd so I can use the

powershell's decryption. At the end I use the following code to remove the generated bat file from the folder: $batch =
[System.Management.Automation.Host.BatchDefintion]'$global:removeBatch' $toRun = $batFile | Select-String "`
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